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Consumer Countries/Markets 

 
California: Glass bottle shortage means wine is sitting in barrels for longer, 

leading it to taste ´like a sawmill´ 

- A shipping crisis and global shortages of products key to bottling wine has winemakers scrambling.  
- Without bottles, wine often sits in barrels for longer, which can make it taste "like a sawmill."  
- The shortage is so severe that one winery resorted to buying bottles with another vineyard's name 
on it.  
 
The supply-chain issues snaring container ships in traffic jams and emptying store shelves are also 
threatening one of California's most famous products - wine. The cost of glass has skyrocketed by 
45% compared to 2019.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Wine Intelligence: New behaviours driving wine market opportunities in the UK 

Following a long-term decline, wine consumption volume in the UK was boosted by the pandemic, 
with wine increasing enjoyed at at-home, particularly during non-food occasions. Although wine will 
adjust downwards in the short term, the longer-term prospects for wine are more positive than they 
were before the pandemic. Given that UK consumers are now enjoying wine more frequently pre-
dinner, there is an increasing opportunity for more refreshing, lighter or lower alcohol wine styles 
with UK wine drinkers.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Western Cape plans to introduce new alcohol laws in two phases 

The Western Cape government is working on updating its laws around the sale of alcohol, with 
alcohol abuse closely tied to violent crimes in the province.  
 
Some of the changes which have previously been mooted under the amended Western Cape Liquor 
Act include:  
 
• Ensuring that a record of all liquor sales is kept by outlets and prescribe the measure of detail 
required;  
• Permanently confiscating seized liquor following the payment of an admission of guilt fine;  
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• Obliging licence holders to take reasonable measures to determine that a client is of legal drinking 
age;  
• Inserting an objective test within the Act to determine whether alcohol has been sold to an 
unlicensed outlet/individual;  
• Aligning the Act with the Liquor Products Act to ensure a uniform definition of "Illicit liquor";  
• Providing for a public participation process to alter existing licences.  
 
The Alcohol Harms Reduction task team will address the amendments in two phases.  
Click here to read more 
 
 
Nuusbrokkies / News Snippets 

 
UK: Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc shortage ‘not going away any time soon’ 

UK consumers need to embrace new countries for their fix of Sauvignon Blanc as the lack of 
availability of Marlborough New Zealand is likely to continue for some time.  
 
The two obvious areas to look to from a style perspective are South Africa and Chile, which offered 
fantastic quality and a slightly different style.  
Click here to read more 
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